
Welcome to the Bin Locations - Reporting course.
This course is a part of a series of courses available for the Bin Locations topic and focuses on the
new bin location reports and the changes made to the existing inventory reports.
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
Execute bin location reports and analyze their contents
Initiate bin location replenishment and clearing processes
Outline the changes made in the existing inventory reports



You have finished configuring the bin location setup at OEC Computers.

You also already guided OEC Computers employees how to perform allocation processes.

Now, George, the warehouse manager asks for tools that will help him track, control and manage
the inventory in the different bin locations.

You introduce him with the new bin location reports and the changes made in the Inventory Posting
List and the Inventory in Warehouse reports.



This is the agenda for this current curse
Let us review the new bin location reports:
The Bin Location List and the Bin Location Content List
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A new report was added into the Reports Inventory menu called: Bin Location List report.
This report displays a list of bin location codes and their associated data.
For each bin location we can see the associated warehouse and warehouse sublevels, as well as
attributes, restrictions and other information from the Bin Location Master Data.
All user defined fields are automatically added to the Form Settings window and can be displayed
in the report.
In addition, for each bin location we can see the item quantity stored and the number of the
different items that exist in each bin location.
From the Bin Location List report we can generate an Inventory Posting List report and a Bin
Location Content List report filtered by selected bin locations.
We can also generate an Inventory Transfer for selected bin locations by choosing the Inventory
Transfer button.
We will discuss these options in the next slides
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SAP Business One, version 9.0, introduces a new procedure called Replenishment which allows
you to automatically refill a bin location up to the maximum quantity defined for a bin. This
procedure is triggered from the new Bin Location List report.
Let us look at how the replenishment procedure can be useful in our business example.
OEC Computers manages a pick face area near the packing and delivery area in the warehouse.
The pick face is used to store smaller quantities of higher turnover items. The purpose of managing
a pick face area is to make the picking process simple and faster by making these items more
accessible from the packing area. The replenishment procedure helps to maintain the desired
quantities for the bin locations in the pick face.
Once a week, George issues the Bin Location List report to view the item quantities in the pick face
bin locations and activates a replenishment procedure to fill the desired quantities in these bins.
Let us look at the graphic to see two examples of how replenishment quantities are calculated.
In the image we see two cases with different inventory levels in the same bin location.  In both
cases, the minimum and maximum quantities are the same.
In case A, we see the current quantity is between the minimum and maximum levels.
In case B, we see the current quantity is below the minimum level.
In both cases, the replenishment quantity calculation works in the same way.  The replenishment
quantity equals the maximum quantity minus the current quantity.
In the next slides we will take a detailed look at how replenishment is done.
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A new calculation column was added called Replenishment Quantity.
The Replenishment Quantity displays the maximum quantity defined for the bin location minus the
current item quantity in the bin.
A positive quantity result represents the quantity required to be placed in the bin location in order to
reach the maximum quantity defined for the bin.
Look at the image. In the first row of the report, we see the maximum quantity defined for this bin is
50. The actual item quantity is 10. Therefore the replenishment quantity is 40.
The replenishment procedure creates an inventory transaction that fills the bin with the quantity
calculated in the Replenishment Quantity column for the selected rows in the report.
It is important to understand that the replenishment process does not take into consideration the
minimum quantity defined for the bin.
The automatic replenishment process is always done to match the desired maximum quantity
defined for the bin and not the minimum defined.
Having said that, it is possible to select only the bin rows with quantity below minimum and create
a replenishment process for those bins.
We will see how it is done in the next slides.
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In order to initiate a replenishment process first choose the rows of the bins you want to create
the procedure for.
Then, choose the Inventory Transfer Button and then choose the Replenish Bin Locations option.
An Inventory Transfer document opens, populated with data drawn from the rows chosen in the
Bin Location List.
The following fields are automatically populated for all selected rows in the Bin Location List:
• The Item Number Column is populated with all the items stored in the selected bins.
• In the To Bin Location column the system allocates the replenishment quantities of each bin

displayed in the Bin Location List.
• The From Bin Location column is populated according to the automatic allocation rules.

This column is populated automatically as long as the bin is different from the one in the To
Bin Location column.

• The Quantity column is populated with the replenishment quantity per item.
In order to trigger the replenishment process when items drops below minimum quantity, we can
choose to select only the bins with a positive quantity below minimum.
In the next slide we will learn about the new Quantity Below Minimum calculation field and how to
use it in the replenishment procedure.
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The new Quantity below minimum calculation field displays the result of the minimum quantity
defined for the bin location, minus the current item quantity in the bin.
A positive quantity result represents the quantity required to be placed in the bin location in order to
reach the defined minimum quantity.
In the image, in the sixth row, we see that the minimum quantity defined for this bin location is 5.
The actual item quantity is only 2. Therefore the quantity below minimum equals 3.
We can filter or sort the report by the Quantity Below Minimum column thus displaying only the bin
rows with a positive quantity below minimum. Then, we can select these rows and choose the
Inventory Transfer button to open the Inventory Transfer document.

Note, Quantity Below Minimum and Replenishment Quantity values will only be calculated when
one of the following conditions exists:

The bin location contains a single item with a non-zero quantity
Or a bin location with zero quantity whose item restriction is set to Specific Item.
For example, look at row number 8. the Quantity Below Minimum and Replenishment Quantity
values are not calculated because the Number of Items column indicate there are multiple items
in the bin.

(To learn more about the bin location restrictions please refer to the Bin Location Setup course
unit).
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Another new procedure introduced in release 9.0 is the clearing procedure.
In some cases we would want to clear a bin location. For example when we want to designate a
certain bin to a certain item and there is already another item stored in that bin.
The clearing procedure allows you to automatically generate an inventory transfer document to
transfer the full or partial quantity of an item stored in a bin.
You can activate this functionality from the bin location list report.
First choose the relevant bin rows, then choose the Inventory Transfer button and then choose
the Clear Bin Locations option.
An Inventory Transfer document opens, populated with data drawn from the rows chosen in the
Bin Location List.
The following fields are automatically populated for all selected rows in the Bin Location List:
• The Item Number Column is populated with all the items stored in the selected bins.
• In the From Bin Location column the system allocates the Item Quantity value of the bin

displayed in the Bin Location List.
• The To Bin Location column is populated according to the automatic  incoming allocation

rules. This column is populated automatically as long as it is different than the From Bin
Location.

• In the To Bin Location column the system allocates the replenishment quantities displayed in
the Bin Location List for each bin.
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We saw that the Inventory Transfer document opened by the Clear and Replenish options have
different defaults according to the option chosen.
Let us summarize the differences in these defaults.
The Quantity column is populated with the replenishment quantity when choosing the Replenish
option and in the Clear option the quantity is the current item quantity in the bin.
In the Replenish option, the items in the From Bin Location field are allocated according to the
automatic allocation rules while in the Clear option the From Bin Location is set to the bin indicated
in the report line.
The To Bin Location column behaves the other way around. In the Replenish option the items are
taken from the bin indicated in the report line while in the Clear option the To Bin Location is set
according to the automatic allocation rules.
Please refer to course unit Using Bin Locations in Business Processes in order to learn more
about the automatic allocation rules.
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Generate a Bin Location List report choose the replenish option
Show and Explain what are the default values in the inventory transfer
Do the same with the clear option
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The second new report introduced in release 9.0 is the Bin Location Content List.
The Bin Location Content List report displays a list of items per bin location with additional
information, similar to the Bin Location List report.
In a way, the Bin Location Content list report is a breakdown of the Bin Location List report.
The Bin Location Content List also enables generation of an Inventory Posting List filtered by
selected items together with item clearance  and replenishment processes.
Look at the image. In row number 4 of the Bin Location List, we see bin location code 01-F1-
BLUE-R02-A. We can also see in the Number of Items column, the value 2. This means there
are two kinds of items in the bin. We can see the breakdown of the bin per item in the Bin
Location Content List report.
The Bin Location Content list report can be generated directly  from the Bin Location List report
by selecting the desired bins rows and then choosing the Bin Location Content button. The report
can also be generated directly from the Reports Inventory menu.
When George wants to transfer items stored in the Receiving bin location to their regular storage
bin location he issues a Bin Location Content List report and chooses the Clear Bin Location
option to open an Inventory Transfer.
George prefers to clear the Receiving bins using the Bin Location Content List rather than using
the Bin Location List report. In the Bin Location Content List report George can see a breakdown
of the bin location by item and thus can choose the specific items to clear.
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Another function available in this report is the setting of the selected bin as the default for the
related row item.
The bin location the item is already located in, is often the obvious choice to be the Default bin
location for the item.
Just select the row that combines the item and the bin location you want to set as default and
choose the Set as Default bin location button
Note that setting a bin location as default for a certain item will override the exiting Default bin
location if it exists.
When attempting to set two different bin locations as default for the same item by selecting
several rows simultaneously, the system provides an error message.
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The Bin Location Content List report also has a hierarchical report view.
This view allows different breakdowns of the item quantity in the different warehouse sublevels and
bin locations.
The report also allows expanding and collapsing of the records by each level of display. Just
choose the desired level in the Expand button.
Collapsed records display the quantity totals.
Look at the image. This is the report George issued to check where the tablet devices are located
in his warehouse. In the Report View field, George chose Hierarchical and in the Column Order
field he chose the option Item Before Warehouse.
You can choose other options in the Column order field. For example, if you want to see the list of
items in each Area sublevel, you can choose the option Item after Area.

Note, the Bin Location Content List report can also be run from the context menu of the Item
Master Data. This option allows you to generate a filtered report for the chosen item, simply by
right clicking the item record.
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Let us check the changes made in the Inventory Posting List and the Inventory in Warehouse
report
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In release 9.0, the Inventory Posting List also reflects bin location transactions.
You can check the Split Display by Bin Locations box to see a breakdown of each document row
per bin location.
When the box is unchecked the First Bin Location column is displayed instead of the Bin Location
column we see in the upper image when the box is unchecked.
This field displays the first bin location code the item is stored in. If the same item is stored in more
than one bin location, the field displays the first bin location amongst all, in the alphanumeric
sequence.
The field is highlighted in light blue when the bin location is not the only bin location the item is
stored in.
The First Bin Location field was also added to the Item Master Data Inventory tab.
In the image we see that the second row in Goods Receipt PO number 430 was allocated into two
bin locations.
When the split display is unchecked, the column name changes to First Bin Location and the field
is colored blue (since there is more than one bin involved) .
We will discuss the Split Display by Batch/Serial Numbers option in the Bin location - Serial
numbers and batches course unit.
When choosing the link arrow of the First Bin Location, another Inventory Posting List report opens
that displays the list of bin locations allocated in the row and filtered by the transaction line chosen.
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Changes were also made in the selection criteria of the Inventory Posting List.  We can see  these
changes numbered in the graphic.

1. In the Other tab, a Document view was added. This view groups report lines by each
document.

2. An additional sort value by bin location is available.
3. Now it is possible to enable a split of rows by bin location or by serial numbers and batches.
4. The expanded window has a new section for specifying Bin Location Parameters.  We can

choose to filter the report results by bin location code, sublevel or attribute.
5. In the expanded window, new general filter parameters added for batch and serial numbers.

In addition, Item Code and BP Code parameters were added. Now you can filter by item
code and business partner even if you choose another view in the Other tab.

Note that the Inventory Posting List by document view is available for any document involving an
inventory transaction.
Just right click on the document to get the context menu and choose the Inventory Posting List
option. You can also execute an Inventory Posting List report for a single row details in the
document by right-clicking the relevant row.
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Go to the Inventory posting list
Show the new Selection Criteria window
Execute the report.
Show the new fields
Show the nested inventory posting list from the first bin location link arrow
Demonstrate the split option
Show and explain what happens to the First Bin Location column
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New columns were added to the detailed display of the Inventory in Warehouse report: First Bin
Location, Default bin location and Enforced Default Bin Location.
Choosing the link arrow in the First Bin Location field opens the Bin Location Content List filtered
by the item in the row.
Note, this report allows you to view the list of items with Default bin locations or, on the other hand,
items without a Default bin. You can use this report to view, monitor or update Default bin
locations.
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This course unit was designed to help SAP Business One implementer read and use inventory
reports involving bin locations.
In addition, in this unit the implementer is introduced to some inventory processes executed
directly from the Bin Location reports.
Executing inventory reports in general and Bin Location reports specifically is part of the working
process.
For example, you can show customers working with Receiving bin locations the Clear option from
the Bin Location Content List report in order to transfer goods from the Receiving bins to their
regular storage place.
For implementing bin locations in companies who work with serial numbers or batches, you will
find Unit 5 Serial Numbers and Batches in Bin Locations extremely helpful.
See you in unit 5.
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You should now be able to:
• Execute bin location reports and analyze their contents
• Initiate a bin location replenishment and clearing processes
• Outline the changes made in existing inventory reports
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